Literacy

Understanding of the world (Science/
History/ Geography)

Writing Create own non-fiction book about Vikings
 Use dictionaries to find the definition of
words like invade, settlement, battle
Reading-




Medium Term Plan- Class 14

Reading ORT or Project X books daily
Class library book to be taken home to
share with parents/carers
Phonics




Maths

Alphabet- reading, writing and recognising
all letters of the alphabet



Upper and lower case letter formation



Phase 1, 2 and 3 of the Letters and Sounds






value,
addition,subtraction,multipl

scheme

ication

Speaking and listening Focussed sessions provided by SALT
 Communication groups – year 6 transition
 Lego Therapy in pairs
Roleplay
 Use roleplay masks to act out how the
Vikings lived

Art and Design
 Make a model of a long boat
 Design and create own Viking
shield
 Paint a life size picture of one of
the kings
 Draw a Viking ship, follow a step
by step tutorial
 Use clay to make replica coins
 Bake Viking bread

Number: counting, place






Measuring - time



Recognise and use language
relating to dates, including
days of the week, weeks,
months and years

Individual work- specific to children’s EAP
targets.





To understand where Vikings came
from
To understand why the Vikings came
to Britain
To understand how they travelled
To understand where they first
raided and why
To understand how Vikings lived and
worked
To understand which kings ruled during
the Viking age and how different they
were
To sequence events in chronological
order using language
To understand units of measure
To understand that people have been
moving to different areas for a long
time

Computing
 Research and record facts about
Viking shields, long boats
 Build your own longship using the
computer programme or longhouse
interactive quiz.
 Find out more information on the
Vikings using search engines Watch
the “Horrible Histories” Vikings

PE


Swimming – for the year 6 children



Dance on a Tuesday for the year 5 children



Sports coaches on Friday’s

PSHE


Transition and change



Crucial Crew

